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As Rolfers, our task is to best assist our clients to orient themselves within a dynamic environment.

Though our particular avenue is somatic, the ultimate goal of such a collaboration is that our clients

achieve a more easeful quality of life. To accomplish this task, we must remain perpetually open to new

learning and wisdom, even come it from unlikely sources. Perhaps the scene inside an inn in New Bedford

on a cold December morning in which two whalers snuggle beneath the blankets on a single shared cot

might seem an inauspicious stage for the revelation of any profound truth that would be germane to us as

Rolfers. But sometimes things do not befall as we expect. “Nothing exists in itself” (), declares the more

hirsute of the two said bedfellows in a characteristically inspired philosophical musing. With these words,

Melville’s protagonist enunciates the fundamental relativism of human experience. We are relational beings.

Ishmael continues in this early chapter of Moby-Dick:

The more so, I say, because truly to enjoy bodily warmth, some small part of you must be cold, for

there is no quality in this world that is not what it is merely by contrast. Nothing exists in itself.

If you flatter yourself that you are all over comfortable, and have been so a long time, then you

cannot be said to be comfortable any more.  But if, like Queequeg and me in the bed, the tip of

your nose or the crown of your head be slightly chilled, why then, indeed, in the general

consciousness you feel most delightfully and unmistakably warm.  For this reason a sleeping

apartment should never be furnished with a fire, which is one of the luxurious discomforts of the

rich.  For the height of this sort of deliciousness is to have nothing but the blanket between you

and your snugness and the cold of the outer air.  Then there you lie like the one warm spark in the

heart of an arctic crystal. ()

We require neither a amicable South-Pacific savage to bunk beside in a snowy New England morning, nor

an ivory leviathan to stalk across the terraquaeous globe in order to relate to Ishmael’s observation. The

interaction between oneself and her environment is basic and barberous; it forms what might be called the

existential crux of the human condition. One need only perform an experiment involving a hot stove and

one’s own appendage of choice to appreciate how deeply-rooted into our organism such reactivity to the

environment is. This fundamental interaction has obvious implications to our behavior and (since, as

Monica Caspari observes, “life is about action--especially interaction and exchange with the environment”

(4)) by extension, our patterns of alignment and posture. But before we consider anything relevant, I am

tempted to egress into more esoteric concerns; let us briefly swing about from the monkey-bars of

metaphysics.



An Empiricist tradition (i.e. one which looks to experience for its foundation) has appeared throughout the

history of Western philosophy. Like Jörmungandr of Old Icelandic cosmology, the Aristotelian ouroboros

encircleth our epistemological world. From the eponymous patriarch of the tradition itself in Classical

Athens, to Avicenna in tenth-century Persia, to St. Thomas Aquinus in Medieval Europe, to John Locke

in Britain of “the Enlightenment,” the metaphor of the new-born’s mind as a tabula rasa or “blank slate”

(though Aristotle himself likely called it something closer to “σχιστόλιθος”) has been an archetypical

emblem of this tradition. Upon this blank slate, our perception of the environment etches impressions,

which we then call “experience.” But without this interaction, the slate remains blank and the organism

abides in vegetation. Rutabegas lack capacity for self-reflection. It is only through our experience that we

can know existence, and it is only through our interaction with the environment that we experience, in the

absolute and intransitive sense of this verb. The Cartesian assertion of "cogito ergo sum" might be

understood, with slight modification, as "experio ergo sum," since experience provides the grist for our

minds to mill; lacking these phenomenological kernels, the mill is still. But, when one consideres the fellow

sitting back in his easy chair some Sunday morning in February, a cup of Lipton in one hand and Melville’s

magnum opus in the other, one observes that Moby-Dick does not read itself. Likewise it is our awareness

that “reads” our experience; it grinds this grist into the graham of thought.

Western philosophers instruct us that we depend upon this sort of interaction for our existence.

Incidentally, this conception of interdependence enjoys a crucial position in Eastern though as well. The

Enlightened One himself taught the precept of pratītyasamutpāda--“dependent origination.” In the

Mahanidana Sutra, the Buddha explains:

This is, because that is.
This is not, because that is not.
This ceases to be, because that ceases to be.

Or, in Ishmael’s iteration, “Nothing exists in itself.” Whether its origin was under a bodhi tree beside the

Ganges or in a shared bunk at the Spouter-Inn in New Bedford, the wisdom is the same: reality is fluid,

relative, relational, perpetually changing. In this apprehension is the profound confluence of many streams

of thought; a philosophical estuary where such ostensibly discreet dichotomies as Self vs. Other and

Interoception vs. Exteroception, Present vs. Future, Gravity vs. Space etc... merge into an Oceanic unity.

Incidentally, both Western and Eastern traditions have employed fluvial metaphors to express the nature of

the human condition. Heraklites provided posterity with the memorable koan about “step[ping] into the

same river twice” (one cannot, he instructs). This is the doctrine he called Πάντα ῥεῖ--“everything flows.”

Likewise, in the Arakenanusasani Sutta, the Buddha compared human existence to “a mountain stream.” Is

the man himself the river, or the reality to which he relates? Ultimately, the answer is insignificant: the

mutual interaction and ultimate co-dependence between the two renders them forever inseverable. A fellow



cannot wet his feet in the same waterway twice, not only because it is not the same river, but also because

he is not the same man.

Lest our brains be blown away by bloviated esoterical breezes, it were useful to tether such metaphysical

musings to concrete application. One crucial implication of such an understanding is that posture and

alignment must be dynamic. Posture is only valuable in an instrumental sense--as “the potential for action”

as Hubert Godard explains (Caspari 4). Structural Platonism is useful only up to the point of practice. Then

it becomes a shroud; an obstruction to clear perception. Platonism papers over impermanence; such thought

allows for static conceptualisations that fail to appreciate or conform to the fluid truth of the environment

and our experience of it. We must view posture and alignment as dynamic. We must relate not to our ideas

about the environment (which enable us to conveniently ignore its perpetual dynamism), but the

environment itself. Let the floodgates of our five senses open to the titanic flow. Let its torrents carve away

our rigid Platonic notions, let it bear them away like ice in spring.
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